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Performance footprint of an SD card

Measurements from an extrememory hyperperformance Class 10 SDHC card, 8 GB, using Linux-2.6.37 with sdbi-pci driver.
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Diagram showing logical and physical segments with optimized garbage collection.
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Diagram showing the relationship between logical and physical segments in a flash drive.
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[Diagram showing logical segment, old physical segment, and new physical segment with optimization process]
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Running out of open erase blocks

Diagram showing the relationship between logical segments, physical segments, FAT, free list, and bad blocks. The diagram illustrates the process of writing without free segments.
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Performance footprint of an SD card

Measurements from an extrememory hyperformance Class 10 SDHC card, 8 GB, using Linux-2.6.37 with sdhci-pci driver.
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